The Story

• The pig turns his head to look at the animal stack and turns it back and says “What’s up with that?” Then the white rabbit straightens up and moves to the ground. Then at the same time, the marchHare straightens up and the whiteRabbit moves over a little towards the pig. Then the marchHare moves to the ground. Then at the same time, the panda straightens up while the marchHare moves over a little. Then panda moves to the ground. (continued)

The story (cont)

• The falcon turns and looks at the bluebird. The falcon spreads its wings. At the same time the falcon flys just past the bluebird, the other four animals all turn to look at the tree. Then the falcon turns to the left and flies offscreen. The bluebird says “missed me!”

1) Draw a storyboard

• Be sure to include a list of the objects in your world.
2) Setting up the scene

- Pick the ground grassy desert
- Drag in these objects so they are in positions similar to the picture on the next page
  - Biped: pig, panda, marchHare, whiteRabbit
  - Props: bananaTree
  - Flyer: falcon, bluebird
- Put the bluebird near the top of the tree.
- To make the animal stack, you’ll need to roll the animals with one-shots

3) Code the story

- The new instructions you just learned should be helpful, such as roll, move to, and pointAt.